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if they were within the scope of this PSP and checked against 
evidence to determine whether they had already been answered 
by research. We then had a list of 40 in-scope summary 
questions which are clear, addressable by research, and 
understandable to all. 

Interim Prioritisation
A further survey then took place to shortlist the long list of 
questions identified during August and September. We asked 
patients, their family/carers and healthcare professionals with an 
interest in Pernicious Anaemia to choose their top ten questions 
and rank them from 1-10 from the short-list of 40 questions. The 
top ranked questions from both clinician and patients/family/carer 
groups were selected and the Top 16 questions were taken to the 
next stage.

PSP Final Prioritisation

The final stage took place at the PSP workshops on the 1st 
and 2nd December, where 24 participants, 12 patients and 12 
healthcare professionals attended. The attendees were sent 
an information and guidance pack in advance, which contained 
the priorities in random order and they were asked to identify 
their 3 most and 3 least important priorities and bring this to the 
workshops to aid and initiate discussions.

In September 2020 we started work on the Pernicious 
Anaemia Priority Setting Partnership (PSP). The aim of the 
Pernicious Anaemia PSP was to identify the unanswered 
questions about Pernicious Anaemia from patient, carer and 
clinical perspectives and then prioritise those that patients, 
carers and clinicians agree are the most important for research 
to address.

These priorities will help ensure that future Pernicious 
Anaemia Research focuses on areas that are truly important to 
patients and healthcare professionals. 

Gathering Questions
After setting up the PSP Steering Group, we launched a 
survey where we asked you to tell us what questions relating 
to Pernicious Anaemia you would like answered by research. 
Over 1,000 patients, carers and healthcare professionals 
responded, and we received over 3,400 questions! That figure, 
in itself, speaks volumes about the uncertainties surrounding 
this disease! 

Data Analysis
All of these 3,400 ‘raw’ questions were categorised and 
refined, and similar or duplicate questions combined by a 
professional data analyst with the help of a sub-group of the 
PSP Steering Group. All questions were assessed to ensure 

THE RESULTS ARE IN! WE HAVE THE TOP 10 RESEARCH 
PRIORITIES FOR PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA!  

PA PRIORITY SETTING PARTNERSHIP TIMELINE

September 2020

April/May 2021
June/July2021

August/Sept 2021
December 2021

2022

Patient JLA Round 1 Survey
Gathering Priorities

Engagement with the 
James Lind Alliance,

JLA Advisor appointed

Patient JLA Round 2 Survey
Ranking Priorities.

Dissemination, promotion and 
engagement

Data-analysis and 
evidence-check

Final Prioritisation workshops
Clinician and patient priorities 

amalgamated. Ranked top 10 list of 
research priorities decided.
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The workshop participants were divided into four pre-arranged 
groups ensuring a balance between patients and healthcare 
professionals. The questions and their ranking were discussed 
in-depth in every group. The groups were asked to place the 16 
questions in a collective order of importance. Each participant 
was encouraged to share their views and give consideration to 
other people’s opinions. After the first morning, the ranking of 
the 16 questions from the four groups were combined.

The following and final day, participants were divided into 
groups again, but this time with different people so they could 
hear other people’s perspectives. The combined result of the 
previous day was the starting point for discussion. At the end 
of the morning session, the group rankings were again collated 
and the participants came together as one group to agree the 
final Top 10.

Finally, a HUGE thank you to the Steering Group members and all the patients, their families and healthcare professionals that took 
part in the surveys and the workshops. It would not have been possible without you!

Now we have the Top Ten questions for research, providing robust scientific answers to any or all of the questions will help improve the 
lives of people with Pernicious Anaemia and will allow health care professionals to do their job better. This whole process started with 
you, when you participated in the surveys and workshops. So, a big thank you for your help! We might be asking for your help in the 
future when the research teams start their work.

How you can help
• Share your experiences of the issues discussed in the report with us
• Put us in touch with anyone you think might be interested in supporting our work
• Share the report with anyone who you think might be interested or share our social media posts to help spread the word

Of course, now we have the Top Ten Research Priorities, we need to be able to fund work in these areas. You can support the Perni-
cious Anaemia Society to address these questions, by fundraising for us or perhaps, agreeing to take part in research, so that we can 
maximise the scale and quality of the work we can do together.
The key to future success will be working together and forming partnerships. We encourage all Pernicious Anaemia patients, their 
families/carers and healthcare professionals to advocate the Pernicious Anaemia Research Priorities and to get involved in research to 
address these important questions.

You can read the full report of the Priority Setting Partnership on our website, on the website of the James Lind Alliance, or 
by clicking here.

Read or 
download the 
Full PA-JLA 
PSP Report

https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/pernicious-anaemia-society/the-results-are-in-we-have-the-top-10-research-priorities-for-pernicious-anaemia/
https://www.jla.nihr.ac.uk/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/articles/pernicious-anaemia-priority-setting-partnership-final-report/
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THE TOP 10 RESEARCH PRIORITIES

01 06
Can a more reliable and accurate test 
be developed to diagnose Pernicious 
Anaemia?

02

What are the safest and most effective 
ways to give B12 to people with Pernicious 
Anaemia, tablets, sprays or injections, 
or a combination? Can better ways be 
developed?

Does an individual’s need for B12 
treatment change over time or with 
life circumstances? What factors might 
affect this day to day (e.g. stress and 
exercise) and over a lifespan (e.g. aging, 
menopause)?

Why do people with Pernicious 
Anaemia need B12 injections at 
different time intervals?

03

Why do some health professionals fail 
to take Pernicious Anaemia seriously? 
How can this be addressed beyond 
improving awareness and knowledge of 
Pernicious Anaemia?

04

05
If the frequency, dose and timing of B12 
injections were tailored to the individual 
and their symptoms, would this improve 
the health of people with Pernicious 
Anaemia?

07
Why do some people with Pernicious 
Anaemia still experience symptoms 
after treatment with B12?

Is Pernicious Anaemia linked to 
other health conditions, in particular 
autoimmune conditions or digestive 
problems? Is there a common cause?

10

09

08

What should be included in a long-
term, comprehensive treatment and 
care plan for people with Pernicious 
Anaemia?

If people with Pernicious Anaemia do 
not receive B12 treatment according 
to their needs, does this cause harm 
or irreversible damage?
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It is not only the top ten questions that can form the basis of research; there are another thirty questions that, even though they 
didn’t make it to the top ten, are still interesting questions to be examined. 
Providing robust scientific answers to any or all of these questions will help improve the lives of people with Pernicious Anaemia and 
will allow health care professionals to do their job better. 
 
On the 16th December, the Pernicious Anaemia Society hosted a Seminar where researchers and other professionals with an 
interest in PA came together to be presented with the Top Ten questions and discuss how things can be taken forward. 
We’re pleased to say that  twenty five researchers attended and they were not just from the UK – there were attendees from the 
USA, Denmark, Germany, Spain and Sweden. 
 
On the morning of the Seminar we firstly explained the significance of the JLA process and how it was an internationally recognised 
process that produced a series of uncertainties that warranted research. 
 
Following a presentation, Mr. Julian Owen of CluB12 chaired the discussions on the ten uncertainties and how they could be 
investigated by researchers. Every question from the Top Ten was discussed in great detail. The seminar lasted two hours but could 
have easily gone on for another hour. All attendees were sent the full report including all 40 summary questions. We are now hoping 
that, following the Seminar, several collaborations will be formed to take up the challenge of providing scientific answers to the 
questions. 
 
Some of the quotes/comments from the Seminar:

• The name Pernicious Anaemia is a problem, it does not say anything about the seriousness of the condition and the 
neurological problems.

• Pernicious Anaemia remains a clinical diagnosis, a diagnosis beyond the tests.
• We first need to know more about how and how quickly B12 is absorbed, what constitutes repletion, what the optimal dose 

would be and which form of B12 would be best.
• All these questions focus on B12, not on the underlying pathology of PA . If auto-immunegastritis is the underlying pathology , 

can we develop a more accurate test for it?
• Clinically, neurology is far more common than haematology and many patients have other auto-immune disorders.
• If you retain only 90mcg of a 1mg dose then even a loading dose of 5 injections does not fill the gap.
• A research study says: patients with isolated haematological symptoms respond well to oral treatment, while patients with 

neuro symptoms almost always need injections. Listening to the patient is crucial.
• The reduction of frequency of injection in the BNF was likely made for cost reasons.
• People needing more frequenct injections can self-administer them. The initial license was for s/c injecton too.
• Interval between injections from 1 to 2 to 3 months: not based on health data, more on economy and convenience.
• A functional outcome score is essential for better treatment (note: we are already working on this with Cardiff University).

This was the first event of its kind held by the society and, during the coming twelve months, we will use this method again to 
facilitate the exchange of ideas by members of the research teams.

Seminar for researchers
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JLA 
At this time of year, I turn the pages of my 2021 calendar back 
to January and begin to recount the many meetings that I have 
attended this year. And scattered among the weeks and months 
there are three letters that recur throughout the year – JLA; the 
James Lind Alliance.
 
These meetings all took place online and they were of different 
types. There was the JLA PSG (James Lind Alliance Pre-Steering 
Group Meetings), the JLASG (James Lind Alliance Steering 
Group Meetings) etc. The James Lind Alliance concentrated 
the minds of all those involved in the process of producing a 
Top Ten list of questions that both patients and clinicians want 
answers to. It was a long process and I must say another big 
thank you to Petra and Karyl who did 99% of the work relating to 
the coordination of the whole process.  
And, following two workshops on the 1st and 2nd December, we 
had our ten questions for research into Pernicious Anaemia. The 
report was published just two weeks later.

Building on success
Whilst the JLA figured prominently in the past year, it is now that 
the real work begins in forming collaborations of researchers 
who want to provide answers to these questions. These 
answers will improve significantly the diagnosis and treatment 
of Pernicious Anaemia but there is an awful lot of work to 
be done to build on what I have been doing the past year – 
bringing together researchers to develop research programmes, 
applying for funding, and starting the process of providing 
answers to the questions identified by clinicians and patients. 

The meetings I have had in the past year have produced three 
groups of scientists and clinicians to meet the challenges 
posed by the JLA process. The first of these is concerned with 
the diagnosis of Pernicious Anaemia (this was the number one 
question); the second group is concerned with the treatment, 
or rather the better treatment of the disease whilst the third 
group is looking at how it is possible to evaluate the efficacy 
of the different treatments that could be made available. It is 
with these groups that I will be spending most of my time with 
in the coming year, and it all begins with a series of meetings in 
January.

MC & MP
There are other abbreviations that scatter the pages of my 
diary. One of these is MC – short for Management Committee 
because 2021 saw the first set of meetings relating to the 
management of the society. Another is MP which stands for 
Member of Parliament meetings. Even though the pandemic 
has pushed other health issues to the back of the queue, we 
have still been able to raise awareness of the problems we, as 
patients face in getting diagnosed and treated as individuals. 
And we will continue with the political lobbying in the next 
twelve months.

CPC
This year we joined the Coalition for Personal Care, a pressure 
group that campaigns to put the patient at the centre of 
decisions about ongoing care and treatment and I’m hopeful that 
we will play a more active role in this organisation now that the 
JLA business has been relieved a little.

NICE
This summer, the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence changed the title of the development of a guideline 
on the Diagnosis and Maintenance of Pernicious Anaemia to 
‘Vitamin B12 Deficiency including Pernicious Anaemia’. I applied 
to become a member of the board to develop this guideline 
and I had an interview in September. Unfortunately, I was 
unsuccessful but have received no explanation or feedback 
about this decision.

There are other letters that can be found amongst the pages 
of my diary for the past year. COVIDJAB had the additional 
attention of being circled one day back in March and again in 
May and December It’s strange to think that this time last year 
only a few people had received the vaccination but it didn’t 
stop people calling us to ask if they should go ahead and have 
the jab. Our answer was to be that it is up to the individual to 
decide; but it also, once again, raised the issue of patients 
being under-treated or untreated because having low levels of 
B12 compromises the immune system of patients to fight the 
disease. It’s back to the JLA again with its questions relating to 
the treatment of Pernicious Anaemia.

My thanks go to those who volunteer to man the telephone 
helpline during Monday to Friday. We now have an established 
training module for anyone who wants to volunteer their time. 
Completing the module will give them the confidence to take 
calls from members who need help and assurance. Likewise, 
my thanks to all those who organise our local support groups. 
Again, we now have a training module that anyone who wants to 
set up a local group (even if they meet virtually) can complete to 
help them establish such a group. These groups are wonderful 
in that they bring an end to the often-experienced feeling of 
isolation that goes with Pernicious Anaemia. 
 
So that’s my little summary of 2021, a huge achievement 
with the JLA which has laid the foundations to build on with 
the society playing an active role in getting funding so that 
researchers can start to re-examine this often-forgotten disease. 
 
And so, all that is left for me to do is to wish you, your families 
and friends a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year which I 
am hopeful you will be able to celebrate despite the new variant 
of Covid-19 meaning that careful consideration of any possible 
risks have to be made. 
Merry Christmas to you all and thanks for your continuing 
support.

Chairman’s Annual Report - 2021
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It’s a real pleasure to have a chance 
to introduce myself and highlight 
some of the scientific research that we 
hope to undertake, starting in the new 
year, in order to answer some of the 
– unfortunately many – outstanding 
questions that obstruct an optimum 
approach to both diagnosing Pernicious 
Anaemia and treating/managing it.  
 

I’m first going to tell you about myself and my team’s work 
here at the University of Surrey. My name is Dr Kourosh 
R Ahmadi PhD, and my main area of research is based on 
understanding the myriad of roles vitamin B12 plays in 
both maintaining health and causing disease. As you know, 
vitamin B12 is an “essential” micronutrient and its presence 
at optimum concentrations is vital to maintaining a normal 
physiology throughout our life-course. Work from our group 
and other researchers has drawn attention to how adequate 
provision of vitamin B12 is critical to a healthy life starting at 
pregnancy, gestation, birth – sometimes referred to as the 
first 1,000 days of life – all the way through to old age, where 
issues such as not being able to adequately absorb B12 
start to affect the ageing process and become implicated in 
diseases such as stroke and dementia. 
 
However, with help and support from the team at the 
Pernicious Anaemia Society (PAS) we have now turned our 
collective focus onto a number of outstanding questions that 
affect many of the 8,000 plus members of PAS and the global 
community of PA. For example, one of our major programs of 
work will focus on treatment of PA and we have a number of 
studies planned with the over-arching vision/goal of achieving 
better and more individualized vitamin B12 treatment. 

What does this mean? Well, current NHS treatment 
protocols for PA patients after the initial treatment is a 
single intramuscular (IM) injection of 1 mg hydroxocobalamin 
every 3 months. We know this to be totally inadequate for 

a large majority of patients - in a large number of patients 
(~60%) symptoms related to B12 deficiency do not resolve 
completely, or worsen at this injection frequency. This 
inadequate one-size-fits-all treatment approach has many 
preventable consequences which I do not need to outline but 
they include loss of productivity, severely reduced quality of 
life as well as having a financial impact on both the patient 
and healthcare system. To address this, we want undertake a 
series of research studies to understand why patients differ in 
their range and severity of their symptoms and identify which 
symptoms require intensive IM B12 treatment and the best 
time-interval for delivery of treatment. This is key knowledge 
if we are to improve on the timing of B12 injections and to be 
able to tailor the treatment to the individual – i.e. providing 
the right dose at the right time to alleviate the onset of the 
complex symptomology for each patient.  
 
One of the more interesting studies will involve utilising 
“smart watches” to collect routine daily information on 
patients - including data on activity levels, sleep time/
quality, pulse/heart rate – and use Human-centred Artificial 
Intelligence tools to (1) predict which patients need frequent 
injections, and (2) define a personalized best interval 
between IM injections. 
 
Finally, we will carry out genetic studies and studies on the 
gut bacteria – Microbiome – of PA patients to gauge if new 
diagnostics and treatments can be developed to evolve and 
improve upon current approaches. 
 
What I have outlined is only a small part of what my team 
will hope to undertake and achieve. Needless to say, the 
implementation and success of any proposed study will be 
very much dependent on you the PAS membership actively 
engaging, becoming involved and supporting our studies. 
We cannot achieve anything without your help and support. I 
encourage and implore you to volunteer for any studies that 
we advertise in the new year.

New Pernicious Anaemia 
Research Programme 
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Our Support Groups are a vital part of the PAS. They are an excellent way to relieve 
the feeling of isolation that many patients feel and they provide the opportunity to 
hear how others are dealing with their condition. Our existing Support Groups have 
been set up regionally and are led by our wonderful volunteers.

Due to COVID, ‘live’ meetings have not been possible in the last year, but hopefully 
we can start up meetings again in the New Year. Some of our existing groups 
have used ZOOM to hold their meetings which has been well-received. If you are 
interested in an online meeting, please get in touch with your local support group 
coordinator. Contact details can be found on our Support Group website-page. 

We’d love to expand our network of Support Groups. If there is not one in your 
area please consider forming one. Are you able to arrange online and/or in person 
meetings regularly? 
Interested? Want to know more? Get in touch!
Email to: info@pasoc.org.uk or call +44 (0)7783 318525

Support Groups

Impact of Pernicious Anaemia on Family Life

“We would like to thank you and the Pernicious Anaemia Society for your support with participant recruitment for our 
study. We are very grateful to you and all participants who completed the survey. Without your help, we could not have 
succeeded.  
We have now stopped recruitment to the study and are working on the analysis. The study results, once published, will be 
available on the Cardiff University FROM-16 website  
https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/medicine/resources/quality-of-life-questionnaires/family-reported-outcome-measure 
We hope that your contribution will help many families in the future to get the support they need while caring for their 
loved ones.  
A Big Thank You from our research team at Cardiff University!  
Kindest regards  
Rubina Shah”

You may remember that, in the summer, we were contacted by a PhD student who was investigating the impact of Pernicious 
Anaemia on family life. Rubina Shah has now closed the survey and has sent us this message:

COVID-19 and Pernicious Anaemia

Researchers at De Montfort University are conducting a study to try and gain an insight into whether 
rates of COVID-19 infection and Long-COVID are any different in people with Pernicious Anaemia com-
pared to the general population. They are looking for people aged 18 years or older with Pernicious 
Anaemia to complete a short online survey, which should only take 5-10 minutes to complete. Further 
information and the survey itself can be found via the link below: 
https://forms.office.com/r/QBysUTiRM9

Take part in a research study

https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/member-support-groups/
mailto:info%40pasoc.org.uk?subject=
https://forms.office.com/r/QBysUTiRM9
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Giving is not just about making a donation, it is about making a difference.  This year the Pernicious Anaemia Society has been 
stretched in terms of resources as we deal with numerous important lobbying and research activities on top of the added 
challenges that COVID19 brought to our team and our members. Like many small charities, our fundraising activities were curtailed 
during lockdown and members and supporters focused on other priorities in their lives.  Our management committee carefully 
budget what we spend taking into account what we receive. However, we really want to do so much more and any donation, 
however small, is truly appreciated.  

As Anne Frank said “no one has ever become poor by giving”.  Membership fees and Donations keep the vital work of the Society 
going as do contributions of time and our amazing volunteers who are also incredibly valuable.

The Pernicious Anaemia Society receives no core funding and relies on membership fees, donations and legacies to fund 
important projects, e.g. the James Lind Alliance project which cost several thousand pounds. As you can read in this newsletter, 
we are working really hard to bring about change to the way Pernicious Anaemia is diagnosed and treated. We are very actively 
campaigning for change and, even though it may seem that we are not doing much, please be assured that we are making great 
progress and will continue to fight for you, even though bringing about changes in healthcare is arduous and takes a long time.

Here are some ways you can help:

Donations 
A one off donation - perhaps instead of sending paper Christmas cards this year, or asking friends to donate to the Pernicious 
Anaemia Society as a birthday gift. You can donate directly (our bank details are on our website) or just click the button on our 
website and donate with your credit-card or PayPal. You can also sign up via PayPal to make donations directly to The Pernicious 
Anaemia Society: Donate with PayPal Giving Fund.

A standing order of a regular donation, no matter how small, can significantly help us plan our budget and if you are a tax payer 
then Gift Aid means the government contribute too. You can do that via the Donate page on our website or by downloading a 
standing-order form from that same page.

While all donations received contribute to the valuable work the Society does and for us on a practical level it is most useful to 
have them in the “central pot”.  However we are also specifically raising funds for an expert in PA-PhD in Pernicious Anaemia, and 
if you wanted to donate to that or another  specific cause or activity then you can make that clear when you set up your event or 
activity or make your donation.

If you work for a company you may find that they have a chosen charity to support for a year or that they have a scheme that 
matches donations that their employees make, you could ask your HR department for details.

Amazon Smile
If you shop on Amazon and are based in the UK then by simply using the Smile link 
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ and nominating The Perncious Anaemia Society as your 
chosen charity you can donate to us with each purchase at no additional cost to 
yourself.  At this time of year this really mounts up for us so please consider doing this.

EasyFundraising
In a similar vein you can also support us by shopping online through EasyFundraising. By creating an account on EasyFundraising 
and proceeding to shop through their retail partners we will receive a percentage of the total you spend (at no cost to you) directly 
to our funds. EasyFundraising have over 750 retailer partners including major stores like John Lewis, Argos, M&S.

JustGiving
And finally, if you are making new year resolutions for 2022 how about setting up a 
JustGiving page and running a fundraising event for us. We fully appreciate that not 

How you can support the PAS and all our activities

https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/donate/
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/donate/
https://www.paypal.com/gb/fundraiser/charity/68844
https://pernicious-anaemia-society.org/donate/
https://donorbox.org/an-expert-on-pa-phd-in-pernicious-anaemia
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/perniciousanaemiasociety/
https://www.justgiving.com/sso/signin?context=consumer&returnUrl=https%3a%2f%2fwww.justgiving.com%2ffundraising-page%2fcreation%2finitiate-authenticated-page-creation-process%3fpcId%3d32cf5bcc-6410-4046-a9df-dc38c42eec0a&actionType=set_profile&encodedOptions=eyJFbWFpbExhYmVsIjpudWxsLCJTaWduVXBUaXRsZSI6bnVsbCwiU2lnblVwVXJsIjpudWxsLCJJc0NvbnN1bWVyIjp0cnVlLCJNZXNzYWdlIjpudWxsLCJNZXNzYWdlSW1hZ2UiOm51bGwsIkhhc2giOiIkMmEkMTAkQjJzYjJ5cFh2cHRtYS5Ma0x2Y1E2Llg0cTdMMUhOUUw2dEdxNlIwV2JneVpQNmY1OXR5VXEiLCJIZWFkZXJJbWFnZSI6bnVsbCwiVGhlbWVDb2xvciI6bnVsbCwiU2lnbkluVGl0bGUiOm51bGwsIkVtYWlsVmFsdWUiOm51bGwsIkZpcnN0bmFtZVZhbHVlIjpudWxsLCJMYXN0bmFtZVZhbHVlIjpudWxsLCJJc0Vucm9sbGVkSW5TaWduVXBCdXR0b25Nb3ZlIjpmYWxzZX0%3d
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/
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everyone with PA can run a marathon or even run for a bus! There are lots of ideas on the JustGiving site of other activities you can 
take part in.

Even just opening an account on JustGiving will help us because this will make it easier for you to support our fundraising 
volunteers as links on our website will lead you directly to their JustGiving pages and provide you with all the details to make a 
donation to their specific event.
And traditional ways of fundraising like hosting a coffee (and cake) morning where donations are made in cash can also help us.  
Our office are happy to help with ideas and materials to support your event and our social media team can help promote your 
activities on our pages.  We can also tell you how you can pay the cash you raise into our account.

Your Membership
If right now you can’t give any more money, then please do stay as a member of The Pernicous Anaemia Society and actively 
encourage others to become a member. Input to our surveys and your experiences of diagnosis and treatment are vital in our 
continuing work. Members can be patients whether formally diagnosed or not, friends and family and healthcare professionals. 
We continue to need your support. If you are a Silver member, your annual membership of just £10 per year makes a big difference 
not only in financial terms (after all it equates to less than 3p per day or 83p per month) but also, and perhaps more importantly, 
it means that we can boast an international membership of over 8,000. And the more members we have the more likely we are 
to be heard! So, if you are thinking of cancelling your membership please think again, we need your support both financially and 
numerically.
  

Send us an email
For members who live overseas or prefer email: 
support@pasoc.org.uk

Questions about your membership: 
membership@pasoc.org.uk.

For general questions: 
info@pasoc.org.uk

Call the Helpline 

01656 817085 

Monday-Friday between 8.30am and 12.30pm.

Volunteers: Alex, Kathy, Jane, Alex, Karyl

The Office and Helpline are closed from 24th 
December until 5th January.

mailto:support%40pasoc.%20org.uk%20?subject=
mailto:membership%40%20pasoc.org.uk.%20?subject=
mailto:info%40pasoc.org.uk?subject=
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